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Doing and Learning: The Effect of One on the Other Ronen Yehiav, Yaron Doppelt & Nili Mendelson Technion, Israel Institute of Technology, Department of Education in Technology and Science



Introduction During the last 8 years, our group was involved with several diverging projects. Those projects varied in most of their respects: population, subject-matter, teachers and learning-environment. Nevertheless, all these projects demonstrated an advancement of pupils’ achievements. In several cases, the results were quite moving, emotionally. This article discusses methods that were used to achieve this advancement, and strives to reach a conclusion based upon these projects. Various methods and strategies are constantly examined, in order to advance learning achievements of pupils in different levels, settings and societies. However, because of rapid changes in knowledge, needs, and social demands, this advancement seems to be aimed towards a moving target – in fact, the target appears to retreat further and farther away. One of the often-cited solutions depends upon future evolution of the "Infobahn" and the world of Multi-Media. Using these futuristic means, pupils will constantly access information, organize it and present it to the class. One overlooked aspect is the problem of applying this information and knowledge within the context of concrete surroundings, and real (or even simulated) everyday, realworld applications. The authors present a meta-view, consolidated from several research and development projects, all aimed at advancing pupils' achievements. These projects are concerned with technology education in various setting, with different pupils' age-groups, and perceived abilities. These projects will be described, and then conclusions will be drawn, concerning education in general, and the possible role of technology education within the general concept of learning and teaching. Among these project are:  A group of gifted children were exposed to a learning environment combining mechanics, electronics, and computer programming. Besides their (expected) success in developing, constructing, and debugging some amazing machinery, their social and communication skills improved. Another, similar course, involved both the child and a parent. Parents reported an improvement in communicating with the child, and in the over all atmosphere at home.  A group consisting of some vey low-achievers, 7th grade pupils, were given free rein, and encouraged to experiment freely with mechanical and electrical components. During the first year of study, the group produced several projects. None short of amazing, all combining knowledge of both science and technology superior to the standard syllabi of 7th graders. Needless to say, their ambition, confidence, and self esteem soared.  In several schools in the Galilee (a peripherial region in northern Israel), mechanics high school pupils were exposed to different teaching methods, encouraging them to express themselves in designing artifacts and producing them in advanced methods. These pupils showed great interest, and although labled as "incompetent" by school staff advanced in their achievements, about half of them continuing their studies after high school completion. Table 1 presents the projects and demonstrating the variety of populations and similraties in methods and outcomes.



Yehiav, Doppelt & Mendelson (1996). Paper presented at the JISTEC Conference, Jerusalem, Israel
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Table 1: Five research and development projects aimed at advancing pupils' skills in the cognitive and affective domains



Project



Reference



Gifted Children & Parents



Armon, 1993



Special Education Pupils



Kiperman D., Migdal I., unpublished



Brain Damaged Adults



Barak C., in press



Thinking and Multi-Media



Doppelt, MA Thesis, in press



Advancing Low-achieving Pupils



Barak M., Yehiav R., Mendelson N., 1995



Population



Background



Methods



Results



Gifted children, working in teams with their parents.



8th graders, with very high academic achievements, parents usually with non-tech. Background



Designing, building & operating “LegoLogo®” machines, competing among groups



Extremely low achievements and unsuitable attitude for school. Strong rejection from other pupils and school system.



Workbenches loaded with “junk” -mechanical, optical and electrical components. Pupils were introduced to the junk, “played” with it and started to build devices to perform various operations, spontaneously



Needing constant assistance with daily operations, totally depending on their helpers



Exposed to a “LegoLogo” environment. Were asked to observe and operate existing devices, through a special interface for invalids.



Considered at school as trouble maker, having learning problems and low academic achievement. Very low motivation to learn



A course, based upon “Lateral Thinking” (De-Bono, 1986) was implemented in “Multi-Techno-Logo” Environment (Doppelt & Armon, 1999), “Freedom to learn” (Rogers, 1973) and choose the subject of learning was given, and taken enthusiastically by the pupils. Various systems were designed, operated and documented Pupils started work in a computerized learning environment, alone and in groups, handled subjects that combined science and modern technology, and produced artifacts they could show at home.



Improvement in intergeneration communication, understanding, appreciation & affinity Creativity & concentration increased. Designs of all sorts of systems blossomed. Researches in books and catalogs for ideas, explanations and drawings took place. No behavior problems emerged, nor a need to enforce discipline of any kind. A 23 year old, invalid person, had rebuilt his project (a carousel) after it fell and broke, improving upon the original design, to the amazement of his care-takers. Self-confidence and -image improved. Thinking and learning towards matriculation started seriously. Interest & success in other subjects (mechanics, control system, physics and mathematics) started. All pupils attended high-level matriculations, and passed successfully.



th 7 graders, specialeducation children, regarded as unable to attend regular classes:



Brain Damaged Adults, different ages



th 10 graders, judged and classified by school system to lowlevel classes. Tagged as un-able to pass matriculation.



A 10th graders, emerging from special education classes, judged and classified by school system to lowest-level class. Tagged as un-able to pass matriculation.



These children were considered at school as trouble makers, just “too dumb to learn anything” (a teacher’s quote), therefore totally unworthy of any investment in time and effort



Pupils continued studies towards practical engineers. A shift in the pattern of pupil classification and routing had occurred in school. Most pupils took matriculation exams, even against opinions of their schools’ system.



Table 2 presents some implications of two educationsl theories to this study according to knowledge, learning/teaching, thinking development, skills aquisition method, teacher’s role, the role of mistakes, and goals. Yehiav, Doppelt & Mendelson (1996). Paper presented at the JISTEC Conference, Jerusalem, Israel
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Table 2: Key features of educational theories and their relateness to this study Issue Key Assumption



Knowledge



Contribution to Learning/Teaching Thinking developement



Skills aquisition Method



Teacher’s Role



The role of mistakes Goal



Piaget Spontanious, Self-Driven Developement: “There exists a Human creature, which is not partially cognitive, partially emotional, but - in its being epitomizes them both, and cannot be segmented to either category.” Intelectual developement means to be with extraordinar ideas, and to feel good about having these. Generated by assimilation, through manipulation and interaction of outside world, and adapted to the existing system of concepts



Describing steps of thinking developement. Legitimation for affective needs. Through stages, by creating “Readiness” to climb the next step1. Spontanious Manipulation spontanious and random To enable active, spontanious manipulation and interaction with interesting items and environments. Oppornity-rich, Competitionpoor atmosphere. Group interaction. Constractive2 work. Asking Questions, Free of Judgement. To encourage Further axperimentation To be significant, To be Extraordinary, To feel good



Vygodsky



Formal Discipline is essential to cultural developement. Instruction Precedes Developement. Developement of scientifie concepts runs ahead of developement of spontanious concepts. Concept developement and classification generalization



Formal system of connections Ordered and guided by external reference To provide formal, rigorious framework of mental operation, to supply facts (information) and to correct wrong connections between facts and between concepts.



To be Abolished To be correct, to generalize



1



This “Readiness” might well be accumulation of sufficient self-confidence and -esteem, indeed - to feel good about oneself ideas and roles. 2 As in Meaningfull ? and to whom ? Yehiav, Doppelt & Mendelson (1996). Paper presented at the JISTEC Conference, Jerusalem, Israel
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Objectives  Bring children to express themselves  Improve their learning and thinking abilities  Improve both learners and teachers motivation and involvement



Projects' Background  Several projects: Main focus was on learner’s activities.  The subject-matter and depth varies greatly: o From subject awareness to matriculation exams; o From general science-and-technology to specific subjects.  The population varied greatly: o Gifted children; o Adults suffering physical brain damage; o Pupils who were being judged as “under-achievers” (or just too dumb for matriculation studies).



Methods We found that the curriculum design of those projects was similar, and was established upon several approaches: Multiple Degrees of Freedom To Facilitate Learning (Rogers C., 1973).  Children are curious and wise, every one in his own special way.  Schools and teachers must learn how to guide these children to success, instead of bring them to hate all that is associated with studying. Children Fail Because of Judgment and Domination (Holt J., 1967).  “Children really want to learn if only they are not told what to do all the time”. (Anna)  Teachers make mistakes by teaching as their teacher taught them.  The teacher’s training institutes should bring the change by introducing new teaching methods. Teachers Should Guide Instead of Teach (Papert, 1980).  Pupils ought to do the doing, the questioning and all other learning activities, not the teacher!  The best and only way to bring pupils to learn and to internalize is to give them a rich and attractive environment.  In this environment they can play, experiment, learn from mistakes, and learn from their own doing.  Basic rule in open environments is to prepare a lot of rich guiding and learning materials.  This will encourage pupils to learn things by themselves or with their peers, and to ask the teacher (guide, or tutor) questions fearlessly.  Such activities will stimulate the pupil mind and prepare him to deal with real world’s problems. New Approach to Curriculum Design (Waks S., 1995)  Curriculum design should leave a wide latitude to the teacher.  Curriculum design should let the teachers fit the curriculum to their pupils. Key Benefits  Initiating a process of change: o Passivity into activity o Hopelessness to hopefulness o Antagonism to optimism o Resignation to creativity  Adjusting teaching methods to different learning styles and activities;  Create the hopeful change in the atmosphere of the class. Yehiav, Doppelt & Mendelson (1996). Paper presented at the JISTEC Conference, Jerusalem, Israel
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The Input  Curriculum designed around pupils’ natural activities  Developing learning environment based on technology and real-world problems  Alternative ways of evaluation  In-service training for teachers Attributes common to all these projects:  From pupils’ standpoint: o Continuos activity; o Initiative and freedom to experiment; o Freedom to express ideas; o Proving the worthiness of their ideas; o Self- and peer-Evaluation.  From teachers’ standpoint: o Change of roles: advisor and guide; o Encouraging pupils’ activity and creativity.  Creation of an environment: o Rich o Friendly o Modern o Technological  Shifting the stress from correctness of final results, towards learning and experimenting;  Minimum of disciplining. Characteristics of the Change  In all the processes described above: o A change has occurred, both in pupils and their teachers. o Technology oriented environment. o Encouragement of pupils spontaneous activity was the trigger for the change. o Both the trigger and its effects are similar among all groups in spite of their great variety. The effects  A large improvement in pupils’ achievements, beyond any expectation of professionals, parents, and participants themselves.  Each group demonstrated a drastic increase in investment of time and effort in the activities.  Within every group, teamwork and communication were improved, beyond the scope of the project.  Long-term improvement in Self-image, self-esteem, confidence, education ambitions and pride in their work were evident in every group. Obstacles that had to be overcome  Teachers had to adopt minimalist approach to their role in class: o Ask, rather then answer. o “Hover” in the background, rather than “stage front”. o Give up the notion of dominance and self-importance. o Let the processes flow, and not interrupt it. o Postpone judgment  Evaluation - A Major Obstacle: o Evaluating the process itself instead of end-products (such as final exams). o New evaluation methods had to be integrated with traditional ones (marks...). o These demanded a change both in curriculum design and in the process of evaluation. Yehiav, Doppelt & Mendelson (1996). Paper presented at the JISTEC Conference, Jerusalem, Israel
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Conclusions  Learning by doing builds constructs in pupils’ minds and makes formal operations feasible for the pupil.  Most teachers - lecture. The pupil then employs mostly hearing - the least developed communication sense in humans.  Doing leads to solving problems. It is through this, and the notion of success that accompanies it, that pupils gain self-confidence and self-esteem, and develop cognitive, affective and (of course...) instrumental skills. Learner’s Needs  Children need not to be bored.  Children want to satisfy their own curiosity, while teachers teach as they were taught.  Children are active. Classroom environment (usually) forces passivity.  “Children really love to learn. They only don’t want to be told all the time what to do.” (Anna, in holt’s “How Children Fail?”) Teacher’s approach  The tremendous flux of information forces the teacher out of his traditional role as the sole supplier of knowledge  Stress ACTION as an axis of the learning process.  Denote his / her role in class.  Ask and inquire, not answer and instruct.  Participate and create, not stand aloof and criticize It may be difficult to prove cause-effect relationship here. Nevertheless, because the only change introduced was the focus on pupils’ spontaneous activities, and that change preceded the other phenomena, we may assume that this change had indeed caused those effects, and not vice-versa. Further more, we may assume that this change is not random, because it has occurred in each and every group where the stress was put on pupil's activities.  The best summery to this over-view may be the short reference: The main focus was on learner’s activities. The subject-matter of these courses varied greatly: from basic Science-and-Technology awareness, to Mathematics, Physics and Control Technology for matriculation examination. The population of pupils in these courses was at least as varied as the contents of the courses: some were gifted children, some were suffering from physical brain damage, and some were pupils that were being judged as “under-achieving” -- or just too dumb for matriculation studies Given freedom, pupil prefer to do things & play with components and material in their surroundings. Once playing, pupil feel no fear and so there is nothing that stops them from getting deeper and deeper into their play ====> learning. Of course, fearless, they gain their freedom to learn.



Final Remarks  Doing facilitates learning: The opposite is not always true.  There exists a preferred direction to the process: From Doing to Learning.  If so, might it not be a spontaneous way of learning?  And, if so, why not employ it instead of fight it? Perhaps the most important conclusion about advancing pupils' achievements, ambition, and selfesteem is that they can be affected according to an ancient truth – the answer the Israelites gave the lord, when offered the Ten Commandments: “Na’ase Ve’nishma” (In Hebrew), meaning:



Do first, Listen (or study) later... Technology, in both its practice and study, plays a major role in this crucial task. Yehiav, Doppelt & Mendelson (1996). Paper presented at the JISTEC Conference, Jerusalem, Israel
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